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Introduction of Web of Science 
and Citation Index
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How do you decide to buy a book?

Question

A. Table of Content
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Web of Science Core Collection - Trusted & Publisher-independent

Objectivity, Selectivity and Collection Dynamics



Web of Science Core Collection：WIDTH
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• 3,400+ Journals

Social Science Citation Index

• 9,046 Journals

Science Citation Index Expanded

• 1,815 Journals

Art & Humanity Citation Index

04 Emerging Sources Citation Index

• 7,280 Journals

• 1900-Current

• 1900-Current

• 1975-Current

• 2005-Current

05

06

Conference Proceedings Citation Index

Book Citation Index

• 191,000+ Conferences

• 80,617 Books

• 1990-Current

• 2005-Current

Selective & Focus

Web of Science
Core Collection



How do you decide to buy a book?

Question

A. Table of Content B. Recommendation



Web of Science Core Collection can help you…

Formulate your research topic wisely

Discover emerging trends
increase your chances to succeed in getting research grants

Identify potential collaborators/ partners

Identify high-impact journals to publish your work



Web of Science helps to 

organize information into knowledge network.



The origins of a citation index began in 1955 with the 

publishing of a groundbreaking paper in journal Science by 

Dr. Eugene Garfield.

Dr. Garfield claimed that through citation, an
intellectual link is created between research
works.Dr. Eugene Garfield

（1925. 9.16–2017.2.26）

Founder & Chairman Emeritus

ISI, Clarivate

CORE VALUE of Web of Science: Citation Index
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Navigate an interconnected web of multidisciplinary research to locate 
papers relevant to your work.

Uncover hidden connections

2010

Related Records
Papers that cite some of the same research 

Paper A



How to start your research?
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Information Over Loading!Have you ever faced the 
problems like…

• The most influential research 
direction？

• How to follow the research
updates?

• How to manage your references？

• How to write papers efficiently? 

• How to select the right journal 
to publish papers?

Valuable? Relevant? High Impact?



Deep Learning
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First Step from Web of Science

Enter your search words

Search fields

Add more fields
to your search

Search tips

①Use quotation marks “” to find exact phrases 

②The Asterisk (*) represents matches zero or 

more characters
Specify the time period 
that you wish to search

AND、OR、NOT

Search operators



How to write a search query?

http://clarivate.libguides.com/home
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Refine Results

Record list Citation

Recommendation

Results info.

Search Result Page



Identify papers in specific areas

Refine Results:Web of Science Categories

Education

Interdisciplinary Research

Natural 

Science
Social 

Science

Psychology
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Refine Results

Record list Citation

Recommendation

Results info.

Search Result Page



IDENTIFY THE MOST HIGH-IMPACTED RESEARCH

– Times Cited (highest to lowest)
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What should I read first?



You may also like… 

Check other records that 
researchers also found 
relevant when looking at this 
page.
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FULL RECORD PAGE

Quickly navigate forward and 
backward across the citation 
network to uncover related results, 
or quickly link to recent citing 
articles

Citation Network

Deep and comprehensive indexing of 
the article metadata, including all 
authors, funding data, all citations, and 
all author affiliations. Org-Enhanced 
unification, distinct author identification.

Bibliography
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Big Three in Deep Learning:

Yann LeCun（Facebook/New York University）

Geoffrey Hinton（Google/University of Toronto）

Yoshua Bengio（University of Montreal）
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Quickly navigate forward and backward across 
the citation network to uncover related 
results, or quickly link to recent citing articles

Citation Network

Times Cited (FORWARD)

click the link, the system takes you to the 
Citing Articles page

See more counts leads you to a summary 
table shows a breakdown of the Times 
Cited count across all citation indexes in 
your subscription

Cited References (BACKWARD)

a list of records cited by the document



FULL RECORD PAGE (CITING ARTICLES)
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Citations: Highest first
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David Silver           Demis Hassabis

Google DeepMind

Two principals and founders of AlphaGo Program

FULL RECORD PAGE (CITING ARTICLES)
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Quickly navigate forward and backward 
across the citation network to uncover 
related results, or quickly link to recent citing 
articles

Citation Network

Cited References (BACKWARD)

a list of records cited by the document

Times Cited (FORWARD)

click the link, the system takes you to the 
Citing Articles page

See more counts leads you to a summary 
table shows a breakdown of the Times 
Cited count across all citation indexes in 
your subscription



FULL RECORD PAGE (CITED REFERENCES)
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Yoshua Bengio

A review about Deep Learning in 2013
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Quickly navigate forward and backward 
across the citation network to uncover 
related results, or quickly link to recent 
citing articles

Citation Network

View Related Records

A list of records that cite at least one 
reference of the parent record.

Rank according to the number of 
references they share with the parent 
record.
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Related Record
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Navigate an interconnected web of multidisciplinary 
research to locate papers relevant to your work

Deep Learning
2015

now

Cited References 

2015

2014

1986

past

Human-level 
control through 
deep reinforcement 
learning

Deep generative 
stochastic networks 
trainable by 
backprop

Learning 
representations by 
back-propagating 
errors

102

2021

2020

2016

Citing Articles 
(Times Cited)

future

25,000+

Artificial Intelligence for 
the Novel Corona Virus 
(COVID-19) Pandemic: 
Opportunities, 
Challenges, and Future 
Directions

Applications of machine 
learning to machine 
fault diagnosis: A review 
and roadmap

Mastering the game of 
Go with deep neural 
networks and tree 
search

Collection of 
all co-citations 2021 2017

The Understanding of 
Deep Learning: A 
Comprehensive Review

Deep learning in 
bioinformatics

Related Record

150,000+



How to download full-text
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Web of Science links 
directly to the 
Publisher's Open 
Access or free-to-read 
version whenever 
possible—helping 
researchers find the 
publisher version first 
as part of their natural 
search and discovery 
processes.

Navigate to Publisher official website for full-text

Open Access
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Navigate to repository for full-text



Wasting too much time to look for full-text
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Stop clicking and 

start reading.

Save time navigating paywalls, 

logins and redirects. 

EndNote Click helps you get to 

your full-text PDF faster.

SUPPORTED BROWSER:  Chrome Firefox Opera Edge
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Benefits of using EndNote Click



Analyze to Find Trends
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Powerful analysis tools for trends and connections discovering

Analyze Trends, Gain Insight

• Which institutions are citing this topic?

• How influential are these articles at discipline level

• Who is funding the research that I’m interested in?

• What institutions are researching this topic?

• Who the prolific authors are? 

• Which journals publish research in my field?
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Analyze Results: Analyze research background

Analyzed Fields:

▪Authors ▪Publication Years   ▪Source Titles  ▪Document Types

▪Conference Titles   ▪Countries/Territories  ▪Funding Agencies 

▪Grant Numbers   ▪Group Authors ▪Organizations   

▪Organizations-Enhanced ▪Languages  ▪Web of Science Categories   

▪Editors  ▪Book Series Titles   ▪Research Areas
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Multiple fields

- Identify top output researchers

- Select supervisors

- Select reviewer experts

- Find potential collaborators 

- Promote collaborations between 

organizations

- Pursue opportunities for deeper study 

and research

- Discover high productive organizations

- Discover productive countries/ 

territories

- Compare researches and outputs 

between countries/ territories
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• Detail more 
subjects and 
understand trend. 

• Find out any 
interesting subjects 
and topics.
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• Understand global 
trend

• Discover high 
productive 
countries
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• Promote 
collaborations 
between 
organizations

• Pursue 
opportunities for 
deeper study and 
research

• Discover high 
productive 
organizations



Set up Alerts
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• How to obtain automatically-updated information 

of certain research topic?

E-mail me automatically and timely?

– Create Alert

– Create Citation Alert

Catch up with the latest research development with the help of WOS
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Catch up with the latest research development with the help of WoS

❑ Create Alert

❑ Create Citation Alert

Register an account & login
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Catch up with the latest research development with the help of WoS

❑ Create Alert

❑ Create Citation Alert
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Your Next Big Idea
Use Web of Science to kick off your research Project

Use the Topic search option to find articles in your field. 
Use the Refine options to narrow your results.

Pick a few good articles, then, follow the Times Cited and Cited References 
links to see articles with citation connections. 
To find even more articles based on citations, use Find Related Records.

Use Analyze Results on your search set to find: 
• Authors that have published on this topic and could be potential collaborators 
• Past sources of funding in this field of research 
• Journals that publish on this topic. You may want to consider them for submission. 

Use Create an alert/ Create Citation Alert to stay up with the latest publications.



JCR helps to publish in high ranked 
impact factor journals
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• JCR helps to publish in high ranked impact factor 
journals

• View Journal Impact Factor and other journal 
metrics.

• All journals in JCR are sourced from these indexes

– Science Citation Index Expanded

– Social Science Citation Index

– Art & Humanities Citation Index

– Emerging Sources Citation Index

What is the Journal Citation Reports (JCR)
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Discover the influence and value of journals
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Two Main Issues in Journal Selecting

How impactful the journal is in this research areas?

Whether the journal focuses on or is related to my research topic?
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The whole journal profile in JCRTM
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The whole journal profile in JCR

Basic info:
• ISSN
• Publisher
• Country/Region

Journal Profile

• Web of Science
• Category
• Language
• Publication frequency
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The whole journal profile in JCR

Citable items published in the journal and 
their citations and the citing sources

Trend of JIF and Percentile rank in category
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Journal Impact 
Factor (JIF)

• It is used to measure the 
importance or rank of a 
journal by calculating the 
times it's articles are cited.

• The calculation is based on 
a two-year period and 
involves dividing the 
number of times articles 
were cited by the number 
of articles that are citable.

IF2007=

Backfile
Year

Publication 
Year

2005 2006 2007 2008

Cites in 2007 to articles published in 2006 and 2005

Number of articles published in 2006 and 2005

Only after indexed by SCIE or SSCI for more than two years, a journal 
would have its JIF. 
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Additional metrics of the journal

• Eigenfactor Score

• Normalized Eigenfactor

• Article influence score

• 5 Year Impact Factor

• Immediacy Index

The whole journal profile in JCR
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Find the whole journal list for a certain discipline in JCR

I am in Cell Biology. 

I want to know 

journal list in my 

discipline.
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Find the whole journal list for a certain discipline in JCR



Take Away
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1. Comprehensively analyze existing information to grasp the 

development direction and trends of research topics

2. One-click access to research papers with EndNote Click, and 

create your personal library and efficiently manage 

document with EndNote online

3. Select appropriate and high impact journals to publish 

research outputs with Web of Science 

Take away

Making Every Stage of Your Research Journey a Smart One
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Web of Science My Research Assistant

My Research Assistant helps you:

• Quickly search and save research from the world’s 
leading journals.

• Create a curated feed of research on the topics you care 
about.

• Easily share articles and journals with your colleagues.

Keep up to date with the world’s leading research, wherever inspiration strikes

Apple download

Google Play download

Learn more

https://apps.apple.com/app/id1537814020
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.clarivate.mra
https://clarivate.com/webofsciencegroup/solutions/web-of-science-my-research-assistant/


More helps

http://webofscience.help.clarivate.com/en-us/Content/home.htm



Online Training

https://clarivate.com/webofsciencegroup/support/wos/
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Thank you.


